A theorem widely discussed in standard texts in engineering, optics, and mathematics, which we shall refer to as the “FT compact support theorem,” states that a signal and its Fourier transform (FT) cannot both have compact support [1]. Strictly speaking, this is a corollary of the Paley–Wiener theorem [2,3].

The FT compact support theorem has physical significance in optics because of limits on image capture systems, i.e., finite camera apertures and pixel sizes, because of other apertures in the system, and for choosing ranges for numerical simulation [4].

The FT is a special case of the linear canonical transform (LCT) [5], a three-parameter class of linear transform that describes the effect of quadratic phase systems on a wavefield, generalizing many optical transforms. The LCT finds use in phase reconstruction [6], filter design [7], and graded-index media analysis [8]. In this paper, we consider how the FT compact support theorem generalizes for the LCT, which is of interest for signal separation [9].

Clarification is necessary because it has been assumed that a signal cannot have compact support in two LCT domains [10]. As we prove, this is not necessarily so. We will demonstrate that, e.g., the Fresnel transform (FST), a special case of the LCT, preserves band-limitedness, and chirp multiplication (CMT) preserves compact support.

Consider a signal, \( f(x) \). The LCT of this signal is given by

\[
L_T(f(x))(x') = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{b} e^{-j\pi/4} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) e^{j\pi(b(ax^2-2xx'+dx'^2)/2)\,dx} & b \neq 0 \\
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) e^{-j\pi x'^2/2b} \,dx' & b = 0 \end{cases}.
\]

The transform parameters are \( a, b, \) and \( d \), which combine to form the ray transfer matrix, \( T = [a \ b; c \ d] \). This must have unit determinant [5]. The effect of an LCT on a signal is an affine operation on the time–frequency representation as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix} x' \\ k' \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ c & d \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ k \end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( k \) and \( k' \) are the domains reached by taking the FT of a signal in \( x \) and \( x' \), respectively.

We propose that Eq. (2) indicates that given a compactly supported input signal, \( f(x) \), to any quadratic phase system with parameter \( d = 0 \), the output will be band-limited. This is because the operation shown in Eq. (3) will create frequency components only from spatial components \((k' = cx + 0k)\), which have compact support. Similarly, we propose a number of other properties, summarized in Table 1.

We note that in Table 1, one may obtain results for some cases where a signal is known to be not band-limited or not compactly supported, e.g., if \( a = 0 \) and the signal is not band-limited, then the input must be either compactly supported or unbounded. Since both result in an output that does not have compact support, we have a result for non-band-limited signals. However, for a signal without compact support the two possibilities give conflicting results, and we can draw no conclusion.

We now present mathematical proof of the claims summarized in Table 1:

**Theorem 1.** Given an input signal, \( f(x) \), which is band-limited, \( L_T(f(x))(x') \) will have compact support if \( a = 0 \).

**Proof:** We neglect the complex constant in Eq. (1) for convenience. This does not alter the result. Substituting \( a = 0 \) into Eq. (1) for \( a \), and moving the independent term outside the integral,

\[
L_T(f(x))(x') = e^{\pi(dx'^2/2b)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x)e^{-j\pi x'/b} \,dx.
\]

The integral is now a scaled FT, giving

\[
L_T(f(x))(x') = e^{\pi(dx'^2/2b)} F(2\pi x'/b),
\]

where \( F(x') \) is the FT of \( f(x) \). As \( f(x) \) is band-limited, \( F(2\pi x'/b) \) has compact support, and hence \( L_T \) has compact support.

**Corollary 1.** Given an input signal, \( f(x) \), which is
not band-limited, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will not have compact support if $a = 0$.

**Proof:** As $a = 0$, Eq. (4) holds. As $f(x)$ is not band-limited, $F(2\pi x'/b)$ does not have compact support, and hence $L_T$ does not have compact support.

**Theorem 2.** Given an input signal, $f(x)$, which has compact support, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will have compact support if $b = 0$.

**Proof:** From Eq. (1)

$$L_T(f(x))(x') = \sqrt{a}e^{i\pi b x'^2} f(dx).$$

The proof is trivial, as the output is multiplied by a scaled copy of the input, which has compact support.

**Corollary 2.** Given an input signal, $f(x)$, that does not have compact support, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will not have compact support if $b = 0$.

**Proof:** We note that Eq. (5) applies, but $f(x)$ is assumed not to have compact support.

**Theorem 3.** Given an input signal, $f(x)$, which is band-limited, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will be band-limited if $c = 0$.

**Proof:** We note that $f(x)$ and the output of the optical system are related by an LCT with parameters $T = [a \ b; 0 \ a^{-1}]$. The additive property of the LCT gives the result that the FT of the input signal, $\gamma(f(x))(k)$, and of the output, $\gamma(L_T(x'))(k')$, are related as follows:

$$\begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ c & d \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} a^{-1} & 0 \\ -b & a \end{pmatrix}.$$  

We note that this matrix has zero “b” parameter. By Theorem 2, compact support is preserved in this operation, i.e., if the $\gamma(f(x))(k)$ has compact support, $\gamma(L_T(x'))(k')$ will have compact support. Equivalently, if $f(x)$ is band-limited, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will be band-limited. Similar proofs show the equivalence of Theorems 1–4.

**Corollary 3.** Given an input signal, $f(x)$, which is band-limited, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will not be band-limited if $c = 0$.

**Proof:** We note that Eq. (6) holds and invoke Corollary 2.

**Theorem 4.** Given an input signal, $f(x)$, that has compact support, if $d = 0$, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will be band-limited.

**Proof:** We neglect the complex constant from Eq. (1) for convenience. This does not alter the result.

Given that $d = 0$ and that $f(x)$ has compact support over the range $-\Gamma$ to $\Gamma$, the LCT of this signal is

$$L_T(f(x))(x') = \int_{-\Gamma}^{\Gamma} f(x)e^{i\pi b(ax^2 - 2xx')}dx.$$  

Taking the FT of both sides and changing the order of integration gives

$$\gamma[L_T(f(x))(x')](k') = \int_{-\Gamma}^{\Gamma} f(x)e^{i\pi b(ax^2)}e^{i\pi b(-2xx')}dx'dx.$$  

By the sifting property of the Dirac delta function,

$$\gamma[L_T(f(x))(x')](k') = \int_{-\Gamma}^{\Gamma} f(x)e^{i\pi b(ax^2)}\delta(k' - 2\pi \frac{x}{b})dx$$

$$= f\left(\frac{bk'}{2\pi}\right)e^{i\pi b(k'/4\pi)}.$$  

Here, as $f(x)$ has compact support, $\gamma[L_T(f(x))(x')](k')$ has compact support. Therefore $L_T(f(x))(x')$ is band-limited.

**Corollary 4.** Given an input, $f(x)$, that does not have compact support, and given that $d = 0$, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ will not be band-limited.

**Proof:** We note that Eq. (9) applies. As $f(x)$ does not have compact support, $\gamma[L_T(f(x))(x')]$ does not have compact support. Therefore $L_T(f(x))(x')$ is not band-limited.

**Theorem 5.** Given an input, $f(x)$, which either has compact support or is band-limited, and given that no transform parameter is zero, $L_T(f(x))(x')$ is neither band-limited nor has compact support.

**Proof:** The LCT may be decomposed in many ways, including a chirp, a scaled FT, and another chirp [5], as follows:

$$\begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ c & d \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & b \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -1/b & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} a/b & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$  

As every matrix in this decomposition has at least one zero element, we can track the properties of a signal as it propagates through each LCT. First, consider an input, $f(x)$, that has compact support. It is transformed by a chirp, which preserves the compact support according to Theorem 2. Next, the scaled FT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a=0</th>
<th>b=0</th>
<th>c=0</th>
<th>d=0</th>
<th>a=d=0</th>
<th>b=c=0</th>
<th>a,b,c,d ≠ 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>•</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>C1, C4</td>
<td>C2, C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CS and BL mean compactly supported and band-limited respectively. The convention CS means “not CS,” and • means neither CS nor BL. A hyphen means “cannot be determined”. The abbreviations T1, C2, etc., refer to “Theorem 1,” “Corollary 2,” etc., where these prove the property.*
transforms the compact support into band-limitedness according to Theorem 3. Finally, the band-limited signal is transformed by the other chirp. As the band-limited signal does not have compact support (from the FT compact support theorem), Corollary 2 shows that the output does not have compact support.

However, \(3(f(x))(k)\) is related to \(L_T(f(x))(x')\) by the transform with parameters

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
a & b \\
c & d
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 \\
1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
b - a \\
ad - c
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(11)

which is also a general LCT. As \(f(x)\) has compact support, \(\mathcal{F}(f(x))(k)\) is band-limited. Therefore, a band-limited signal passing through a general LCT with no zero elements in its ray transfer matrix cannot have compact support. Similarly, we can relate \(f(x)\) and \(\mathcal{F}(L_T(x'))(k)\), which is not band-limited, by a general LCT with all nonzero parameters, and also \(\mathcal{F}(f(x))(k)\), which is band-limited, with \(\mathcal{F}(L_T(x'))(k)\), which is not. Taken together, these results indicate that given any \(f(x)\) which is band-limited or has compact support, \(L_T(f(x))(x')\) cannot be band-limited or have compact support.

We now briefly consider the implications of the above results for a number of transforms used in optics that are special cases of the LCT. The optical FT has parameters \(T=\{0 \lambda f; -1/\lambda f 0\}\) and becomes the FT if \(\lambda f=1\). As \(a=0\), the FT of a band-limited signal will have compact support. \(d=0\) implies the FT of a signal with compact support will itself be band-limited. These are consistent with well-known properties of the FT. With both \(a=d=0\), Theorems 1 and 4 may be combined to form a new proof of the FT compact support theorem.

The fractional Fourier transform (FRT) of order \(p\) has parameters \(T=\{\cos(p \pi/2) \sin(p \pi/2); -\sin(p \pi/2) \cos(p \pi/2)\}\). Only integer values of \(p\) result in zero-valued transform parameters. If \(p=0\) mod 4, we have a noninverting, unit magnification imaging system. In this case, \(a=d=1\) and \(b=c=0\). An input with compact support will result in an output with compact support, while a band-limited input will result in a band-limited output. These are consistent with the properties of imaging systems. If \(p=2\) mod 4, we have an inverting imaging system, with the same zero-valued parameters and properties discussed for the noninverting imaging system. If \(p=1\) mod 4, the FRT becomes the FT, which we have already discussed. Finally, if \(p=3\) mod 4, the FRT becomes the inverse FT, with zero-valued parameters and properties as discussed for the FT.

The parameters of the FST for a distance \(z\) and wavelength \(\lambda\) are \(T=\{1 \lambda z; 0 1\}\). As \(c=0\), the FST of a band-limited signal will remain band-limited, independent of \(z\). \(b=0\) is either the trivial case of propagating by a distance \(z=0\), or alternatively letting the wavelength \(\lambda=0\) (geometrical optics limit), which ignores all diffractive effects. This is equivalent to the noninverting imaging system discussed for the FRT. For \(b \neq 0\), \(c=0\) implies that the Fresnel transform of any compactly supported signal will be unbounded in space and frequency.

Magnification systems have parameters \(T=[M 0; 0 1/M]\). With \(b=c=0\), they behave in a similar manner to the imaging system previously discussed.

CMT (models a thin lens) has parameters \(T=[1 0; -1/\lambda f 1]\). \(b=0\), meaning compact support is preserved. \(c=0\) when either wavelength or focal length is infinite. A band-limited signal undergoing a CMT will be unbounded in space and frequency.

In this paper, we have provided a mathematical basis for and an optical interpretation of the conditions under which the LCT of a signal has compact support or is band-limited. These properties of the LCT can be applied like demagnification to reduce an input to pass through a limiting aperture or to match a signal to the sampling rate or aperture size of the available camera, thus increasing the information content of the captured signal. The additional parameters grant system designers flexibility, and it may be possible to leverage this to preserve more information than a simple magnification system allows. We are currently examining experimental and numerical implications.
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